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Article 35

and lifted in his hands the spirit-dust;
his singing heart
gave to the world chameleon
and sacrificed upon the alter fame
his glowing candle fire of life and love.
we pause to honor him
Remembering,
but knowing well the Ages honor beat
his image frail and pure, while milHons here
behold his comet-star and see its flaming trail
burst brilHantly across the burning sky.
We hold aloft his laughter-breaking,
black,
and bitter songs, and his immortal name.
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Riding Back on a 30-Year-Old Tractor After
Pulling out the Gar IDrove into aDitch,
Watching Stars and Lightning from the
Northwest / Philip Bryant
for Warren

Silent philosophy,
you and me
touching in the dark
like two shadows married

to each other.
The noise of the tractor's engine
drowns out the dishonesty
of our words,
the sky illuminates our faces into one vision;
the moment
has arrived.
The tractor is moving down the road
at a speed we can both understand.

We joinhands
through the night like
invisible brothers,
twins with the same mother,
the same god,
the same body;
and it's because we drive down
road together.
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